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(The Adult Surprise is corrected in the 2nd printing.) 

 

Page 41 is missing text as follows: 

 

At the bottom of the middle column, it should read, "Some very tightly-twisted 

wools seem to make no pills at all." And the cut-line under the adjacent photo is 

a Modular Tomten. 

 

Page 112: 

 

At the end of the right-hand column, I inadvertently omitted instructions for the 

neck - plus tips on when to stop knitting!  

 

Decrease by Slip 1, K2tog, Psso. Keep the center stitch constant. When you have 

decreased 2 x [K] stitches at each point and are down to 5 x [K] stitches, you are 

at the underarm. 

 

Now Change Tactics: at the two points (A and B), INCrease 2 stitches every 2nd 

row by Make 1 on either side of the marked stitch. This will reverse the angle. 

Keep the center stitch constant. When you are back at the number of stitches you 

started with (9 x [K]), you are at the neck sides, C and D. Put 3 inches worth of 

stitches on pieces of wool at either end and continue working the increases at A 

and B until the center-section (between A and B) is 6 x [K] - or twice the wanted 

width of the sweater. continue on these center stitches only, leaving the end 

stitches (E - A and F - B) on pieces of wool; they are the center-front stitches. 

 

Work without shaping until the total length from C - G and D -H is about 1" shy 

of that of your favorite sweater. You are now at the lower corners of the center-

front, G and H. NEARLY DONE 

 

Page 96: The 3-spiral Dairy Queen Hat has an error in the righthand column, 7 

lines down. It should read: (P1, P2tog twice, K15, M1) 3 times. 


